Case Study - Stockport Council
On the road to Cheshire
Stockport Council’s Highway Development and Maintenance
team organise the construction and repair of hundreds of miles or
roadway in and around the Cheshire town.
As a result it spends millions of pounds each year to ensure its
highways are kept to a high standard.

Renewed Resources
With dozens of contracts awarded by the Department each year it pooled its
maintenance contracts together under a framework agreement to streamline the
selection process for individual tenders.
Stockport turned to Constructionline to act as a gateway to its contracts.
“With so much money invested in our work, we need to be confident the suppliers we
select are up to the task and have been rigorously vetted to Government standards,”
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explains alliance manager Howard Ledger.
Although vetted when bidding to join the Department’s framework, the long term
nature of the agreement mean that Howard’s team would inevitably have to devote its
resources to ensuring their contractors remained fit to supply throughout.
But, by using Constructionline on an ongoing basis to manage its framework,
Stockport has been able to use the service to automatically ensure its contractors’
necessary certifications and insurances remained up to date, as well as being notified
in any dramatic change in their financial well being.
He continues: “The suppliers we procure through Constructionline are not just
assessed when they register with the service; they are also continually monitored to
ensure they are financially stable and have up-to-date health & safety policies and
insurances.”
With the estimated cost of pre-qualifying a single supplier standing at £300,
Constructionline presents Stockport with immediate savings at the click of a button.
“Without the service our team would be forced to spend a vast amount of time
evaluating and processing the pre-qualification forms of each one of the dozens of
suppliers that apply to be on our frameworks. The man hours spent on monitoring
these supply chains can now be devoted to planning future work.” Howard added.
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register with the service; they
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ensure they are financially
stable and have up-to-date
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Howard Ledger
Alliance Manager

